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ABSTRACT

Investigation undertaken by the Air Force Flight 1 of the USAF Manned Orbital Laboratory (MOL) was conducted with the objective of an atmosphere regeneration system and subsystems in the MOL. Included in the discussion of the function as subsystems in an atmosphere and mission constraints used were taken into account. The experimental configuration which resulted from this investigation was absorbents, a catalytic reduction reactor, and a water electrolysis cell for oxygen. Various methods for each of these processes were considered. The resulting system configuration may be used as a guide to determine an MOL by referring to the subsystem comparison report. It will also be used by the Space Systems considerations between the experiment and...
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INTRODUCTION

Beginning in the late 1960s earth orbital spacecraft having mission durations in the range of three to six weeks will serve as experimental stations in space.

One particular vehicle, the USAF Manned Orbital Laboratory (MOL), will have a two-man crew and a variety of mission durations from several weeks to several months. As the mission time of the MOL increases, the point will be reached where the penalties for the use of expendable or open cycle atmospheric control systems will be prohibitive. The development of regenerative atmospheric control systems then becomes imperative in order to alleviate the weight and resupply penalties normally associated with expendable systems. In this report, atmospheric control is defined to mean the supply of oxygen and the removal of carbon dioxide and water vapor from the cabin atmosphere. It has been proved technically feasible to recover oxygen from carbon dioxide through atmosphere regeneration systems. Carbon dioxide reclamation systems will impose weight and power penalties on the vehicle and therefore, system design and integration are not simple. The recovery of breathable oxygen from expired carbon dioxide in practical engineering processes, then, requires experimental test proof of the present state of the art. An on-orbit experimental test program will be an essential milestone in the development of an efficient light-weight carbon dioxide reclamation and oxygen generation system for space vehicle use.

Many comparative studies on regenerative atmospheric control systems have been presented in the past (see Bibliography). This report (1) summarizes the candidate sub-systems resulting from theoretical studies and experimental efforts expended on regenerating atmospheric control systems by industry and Government agencies; (2) evaluates two of the most feasible carbon dioxide reduction processes; and (3) recommends the most feasible system to serve as an on-orbit experimental system in the MOL.
# ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION REQUIREMENTS FOR MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORY

## ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION

The ideal environment for the crew of the MOL is one that will provide the atmosphere composition requirements necessary for comfort and well-being. Such an atmosphere should closely approximate that of earth-sea level characteristics although aboard the MOL, the atmospheric composition and cabin pressure may vary over a much wider range than on earth. Table 1 was prepared as a guide to these requirements as they apply to the design of the atmosphere regeneration and control system.

## TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY

Considerable research effort has gone into defining man's comfort zone and most of this work pertains to air at normal pressures in a gravitational field. A comfortable short-sleeve environment, however, should occur within the conventional limits shown in Table 1 providing that the space vehicle inside surface temperature remains near the cabin air temperature. Man's thermal comfort depends not only upon heat transfer by convection to the surrounding air, but by radiation to the walls of the cabin and by transpiration.

The effective temperature is an index of the degree of warmth experienced by the body, and is determined from the dry- and wet-bulb temperatures and air motion observations by reference to an Effective Temperature Chart (American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers Guide 1954.) At a relative humidity of 50 percent, the wet-bulb temperature for the 68°F optimum effective temperature is 61°F. This is with an air velocity over the body of 20 feet per minute. Relative humidities over 70 percent are not desirable, and neither are those below 30 percent. The tolerances required in

## Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>One Gas - Oxygen Only</th>
<th>Two Gas - Oxygen Plus Diluent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Pressure</td>
<td>5.0 ± 0.5 psia</td>
<td>7.0 ± 0.3 psia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen Partial Pressure</td>
<td>4.7 ± 0.6 psia</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.2 psia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diluent Partial Pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0 ± 0.3 psia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Dioxide Partial Pressure</td>
<td>0 - 2.6 mm Hg</td>
<td>0 - 4.0 mm Hg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace Contaminants</td>
<td>Below Human Tolerance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>75 ± 5° F</td>
<td>75 ± 5° F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Humidity</td>
<td>50 ± 10%</td>
<td>50 ± 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leakage Rate (Necessary for the feasibility of a regenerating system)</td>
<td>0.25 to 0.5 lb/day dependent on total cabin pressure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
accurately maintaining the desired constituent quantities pose the common problem for all systems. However, there are advantages and disadvantages unique to each system. The One Gas-Oxygen “Only” system has the advantages of simplicity of sensor instrumentation and lower gas leakage rate from the vehicle because of lower total cabin pressure. But it has the disadvantage of imposing a greater fire and explosion hazard than a diluted atmosphere. The Two Gas-Oxygen Plus Diluent system is advantageous because it poses less of a fire hazard. It has the disadvantage, however, of requiring extra sensors, valves, and atmosphere monitoring equipment thereby making it a less reliable system.
MISSION/VEHICLE DEPENDENT FACTORS

GENERAL CONSTRAINTS

This parametric preliminary design study is based on the MOL program managed by the Air Force Space Systems Division. The MOL requirements are used wherever possible in order to fix some of the many variables. The MOL is typical of any short to medium duration orbital vehicle which is capable of using a partially closed ecological system with \( O_2 \) recovery from \( CO_2 \). The MOL consists of two modules: the Gemini capsule for crew launch and reentry, and the laboratory itself for in-orbit testing and experimentation. The two modules are launched from the earth as a single unified spacecraft into an earth orbit. The crew transfers to the laboratory from the Gemini after orbit is attained. For purposes of this study, it is assumed that the crew stays in the laboratory for a period of time not less than 28 days nor more than 42 days during which the programmed experiments are conducted. The laboratory module is divided into two compartments: the main compartment in which the atmosphere is sustained by a primary stored gas system similar to the Mercury and Apollo systems, and the second compartment in which the atmosphere is rejuvenated continuously by the experimental regeneration system, the subject of this study. The two compartments are assumed to be isolated from one another from the standpoint of assessing the requirements and design features of the regenerating system for the recovery of oxygen from metabolic \( CO_2 \). The compartment leak rate is assumed to be in the range of 0.25 to 0.5 lb/day to make the recovery of \( O_2 \) from \( CO_2 \) practical. If the leak rate is too high, then there is a possibility that a trade-off may show that an all-expendable oxygen store is required. Selection of subsystems for the atmosphere regeneration system is influenced by several constraints. First, there are the usual constraints of weight, volume and power. Second, the system must be compatible with the MOL internal environment. Since this system does process the MOL internal atmosphere, it should not introduce undesirable effects that would burden the prime MOL atmosphere control system. Such unwanted effects might be dehumidification resulting in a low relative humidity for the MOL cabin air, or release of \( CH_4, H_2, CO_2 \) or other potentially hazardous gases to the MOL cabin. Third, the design of this experiment system must be representative of the system that will be utilized in future manned space flights. This constraint ensures the maximum applicability and transfer of data from this MOL experiment to the spacecraft of the future wherein this experiment system will be the prime part of the atmosphere control circuit. It is the intent, therefore, to design the experimental atmosphere regeneration system so that it will be applicable, in toto, for future spacecraft. This must be accomplished with the consideration that integration with other subsystems may be required some of which may not be present in the MOL (since MOL will differ from a future spacecraft in many respects) and others, while present, may not be available for use.

LEAKAGE CONSTRAINT

Leakage or the loss of cabin gases from the vehicle may affect the carbon dioxide regeneration system in the following ways:

1. The size of the regeneration system;
2. The use rate and type of makeup constituent required; and
3. The choice of a regeneration system.

If a mixed regeneration system using stored oxygen for a makeup is selected, leakage and mission duration will determine whether cryogenic oxygen storage is feasible. For these reasons, it is necessary to define the range of leakage rates expected for the MOL. Four of the principal sources of loss of cabin gases are: (1) leakage through seals; (2) use of airlocks; (3) cabin decompression; and (4) extra-vehicular activity of crew members. Table 2 shows estimates of the magnitude of these sources. The results of the experimental work sponsored by the Air Force and NASA-Langley on space cabin sealing techniques were used as the bases for making these estimates.
### TABLE 2

**ESTIMATED LEAKAGE RATE OF COMPARTMENT OXYGEN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>LOSS (lb/man-day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seals</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Lock</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabin Decompression</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backpack Operation</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.32</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Air Force and NASA-Langley experiments show that leakage rates can be reduced to very low values by careful seal and vehicle design. The experiments by the Air Force showed that static seal leakage can be reduced to negligible rates ($2.1 \times 10^{-3}$ lb/day) and dynamic seal leakage can be reduced to less than 0.05 lb/day. An allowance of 0.1 lb/man-day is allotted for this source. The air lock on a long duration space vehicle will no doubt have a mechanical pump for conservation of cabin gases.

The air lock will probably be evacuated to about 10 percent of the cabin pressure. It is doubtful that there will be any recovery of the air lock gases much below this pressure level due to the increasing pump-down time and power requirement coupled with the decreasing recovery of gases. An air lock with 30 cubic feet of free volume reduced to 0.5 psia will contain approximately 0.09 lb of gas. For a long duration mission, the air lock will probably not be used more than once a day. This averages 0.03 lb/man-day in a three-man vehicle.

It is expected that partially open backpacks will be used for at least some extra-vehicular activities with the carbon dioxide absorbed in lithium hydroxide bed and oxygen supplied from a bottle. Assuming that two percent of the crew time will be spent in this mode of operation, a net loss of oxygen amounting to 0.04 lb/man-day for the vehicle can be shown.

Cabin decompression events cannot be easily determined, but the vehicle should be designed well enough to avoid more than one decompression per month. Assuming a loss of 150 cubic feet of oxygen at 5 psia for each man-month, results in an average loss rate of approximately 0.15 lb/man-day. These figures should be generous but uncertainty factors of 0.6 and 2.5 were used to obtain a range from 0.2 to 0.8 lb/man-day loss. This range is within the estimates made by several other Government agencies. The total estimated loss of vehicle oxygen from Table 2 is 0.32 lb/man-day. A realistic range of values to encompass this value is then 0.25 to 0.50 lb/man-day from the compartment in which the experimental atmosphere regeneration system will be housed.
ATMOSPHERE REGENERATION SYSTEM AND SUBSYSTEM CANDIDATES

The primary reason for the decision to sponsor an experiment involving the regeneration of a breathable atmosphere for the MOL was that an atmosphere regeneration system had never actually been tested for satisfactory operation and performance reliability under long term weightless conditions. It is true, of course, that extensive analytical and laboratory investigative programs, both Government sponsored and industry funded have been conducted over the past several years. These programs were initiated because it was generally believed that regenerating atmosphere control systems for space vehicles would eventually be needed, although when they would be needed was not certain. The need for the regenerating or self-sustaining atmosphere control systems which reclaim oxygen from carbon dioxide by chemical, mechanical, electronic or photosynthetic methods is based on the fact that the regenerating system eventually assumes a weight advantage over the stored oxygen/diluent gas system as the mission time of the space vehicle increases. The stored oxygen system is typified by the NASA Mercury atmosphere control system, the Mercury vehicle requiring an atmosphere control system with high reliability and simplicity of operation. Reliability and simplicity of operation overrode any possibility of selecting a regenerating system of greater complexity and higher power requirement because of the vehicle’s extremely short mission duration.

The range of mission durations considered for the MOL is several weeks to several months. This consideration prompted the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory to conduct a survey of the probable mechanisms through which an atmosphere regeneration system would function. The present state of the art in the exploratory development status of chemical, mechanical, electronic, and photosynthetic methods for recovering oxygen from carbon dioxide was reviewed. It was determined that chemical/mechanical based systems were presently in the engineering development status and, consequently, this type of atmosphere regeneration system was best suited to serve as an experiment on the MOL. The chemical/mechanical atmosphere regeneration system on which the most research has been accomplished and resultant experience accrued, consists of the following three major subsystem modules:

1. Carbon dioxide management subsystem
2. Carbon dioxide reduction subsystem
3. Water electrolysis subsystem

In addition to the major subsystems there is a considerable quantity of plumbing and accessory equipment. A review and comparison of the well-known functions which can serve in each of the above major subsystems follows.

CARBON DIOXIDE MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM

The following is a description of the most pertinent techniques under development to remove carbon dioxide from cabin atmospheres. Advantages and disadvantages of each are discussed and summarized.

Condensation/Freeze-Out Process

In vehicles where cryogenic heat sinks are available, a freeze-out method of CO₂ or water vapor removal might be considered for utilization. However, since this experimental system is applicable to vehicles where cryogenic oxygen will be stored as makeup oxygen for loss through leakage only (metabolic O₂ is removed from CO₂), a large overproducer of gaseous oxygen would result from handling the CO₂ freeze-out load.

This overproduction is attributed to the low heat of vaporization of liquid oxygen (92 btu/lb) and the large quantity of vehicle atmosphere that must be cooled in freezing out the CO₂ with respect to the amounts of gaseous oxygen normally produced. As an alternative, a space radiator could be used to provide the low temperature heat sink. However, since the heat rejection rate is a function of the fourth power absolute temperature difference between the radiator and
the spatial heat sink, a prohibitively large radiator size would be required for use as a low temperature heat sink.

Of even more importance, the design complexity and vehicle integration effort required to implement this approach is certainly not warranted in the case of an experimental system aboard the MOL.

Permeable Membranes

Permeable membranes can accomplish the separation of exhaled CO₂ from the MOL cabin atmosphere on a continuous basis. The separated CO₂ may then be discarded to space or fed to a carbon dioxide catalytic reduction reactor for eventual recovery of oxygen. For development of a practical system to effect the separation of gaseous elements, membrane materials should have the following characteristics:

1. High absolute permeability, to minimize the area required;

2. High selective permeability toward the desired gas to reduce the energy required for separation; and

3. Chemical and physical stability.

Since known membrane materials are not perfectly selectable toward the desired gas to be separated, a multistage, recycle system must be employed to obtain gases of high purity. Furthermore, development of this concept is at present in the laboratory experimental stage and before the necessary data for a flight prototype design can be made available, considerable developmental effort is required.

Molecular Sieves

Molecular sieves for use as CO₂ adsorbers in space vehicles have been under development for some time. A molecular sieve is a zeolite crystal grown under controlled conditions. The material is porous and contains very large internal surface areas in the form of hollow spherical chambers. Gases are selectively removed from the gas stream by sorting out, so to speak, the gas molecules of a certain size range and holding them by adhesion to the internal surfaces. The sorting is accomplished by controlling the diameter of the capillary size of the chamber access holes in the molecular sieve. Several molecular sieves of varying pore size are manufactured which are able to separate CO₂ molecules from the combination of gases expected to be found within a space cabin. These adsorbents, packed within a canister, offer excellent properties for space applications. Although their ability to adsorb CO₂ is far below that of some chemical adsorbents such as KO₂ or lithium hydroxide, sieves can be regenerated for repeated usage. In this way, the relatively high initial weight is traded off against long mission duration. The canister size or amount of molecular sieve material is dependent only upon crew size and relative rates of adsorption and regeneration.

One apparent disadvantage in using sieves is the need to dry the air prior to its introduction to the canister. This is necessary since the sieves have an even greater affinity for water than for CO₂. Therefore, should the air contain excessive moisture, the sieves will become saturated and not only experience a reduction in CO₂ adsorptive capability, but also will be rendered more difficult to regenerate.

Drying of the air prior to entering the molecular sieve may be effected by either silica gel or 13X molecular sieve. Silica gel is a good desiccant with a lower heat of adsorption but its capacity is lower and the resulting gas dew point is higher than that possible with 13X molecular sieve.

The 5A molecular sieve is usually considered as the adsorbent medium to separate CO₂ from the atmosphere. This is based upon the high degree of confidence given to 5A molecular sieve for this purpose through experimentation and development programs that have been completed.
CARBON DIOXIDE REDUCTION SUB-SYSTEM

There are two catalytic CO₂ reduction mechanisms that can be used to convert carbon dioxide to water, namely, the Sabatier and the Bosch.

Sabatier CO₂ Reduction Mechanism

Semiclosed Process

The Sabatier CO₂ reduction mechanism, shown diagramatically in Figure 1, uses hydrogen as the reducing agent in the CO₂ reduction reactor. The reaction produces methane as shown in the following equation:

$$4H₂ + CO₂ \rightarrow CH₄ + 2H₂O$$

The water can then be electrolyzed to provide oxygen. The reaction takes place at the relatively low temperature range of 300° to 600°F depending on the catalyst selected to promote the reaction. The reactions at the lower temperatures of 300° to 400°F are effected by ruthenium or ruthenium bearing catalysts and proceeds to better than 99 percent conversion in a one-step reactor without recycling. The methane can then be discarded or used for another purpose such as vehicle attitude control. Without further processing of the methane it is necessary to add approximately 0.4 lb of water per man-day to the electrolysis cell, since hydrogen is continually being lost in the disposal of the methane. Even accounting for water makeup stores, however, the Sabatier process still shows a weight penalty reduction over the stored oxygen expendable system of at least 1.3 lb/man-day per pound of oxygen required.

The Sabatier reaction is an exothermic process which requires active cooling of the reactor to prevent it from exceeding the low favorable reaction temperatures. The reactor shell temperature should be maintained as close to the reaction temperature as possible.

When the Sabatier mechanism is operated as a semiclosed process (that is, the methane is discarded) it provides the following advantages over the Bosch CO₂ reduction mechanism:

a. Low temperature exothermic system requiring little or no reaction initiation power;

b. No carbon deposition or removal problems;

c. A simple one-step system requiring no recirculating or recycling component;

d. A simpler, lighter weight reactor due to the lower temperatures involved; and

e. Little or no necessity for continual catalyst replacement since the metallic catalyst characteristics are stable at Sabatier reaction temperature.

These advantages indicate the semiclosed Sabatier reaction process to be favorable over the Bosch CO₂ reduction mechanism, discussed later.

Closed Process

The alternative to the semiclosed process consists of the catalytic or thermal decomposition of methane to carbon and hydrogen. The most common method for accomplishing this is shown in the following equation:

$$\text{CH}_4 \xrightarrow{\text{HEAT}} C + 2\text{H}_2$$

Another possibility for accomplishing this is the reaction of methane and CO₂ to form carbon and water. The reaction shown above, however, requires approximately 50 watts of heat per man to raise the methane gas temperature from 400° to 2000°F at which temperature the reaction is complete. This additional power required to close the Sabatier process reduces the total power requirement to the extent that there is virtually little power weight penalty difference between the Sabatier and the Bosch mechanisms. The fixed weight penalty is in the same category, since the high temperature methane cracking reactor will require ceramic construction materials and high temperature insulation thereby offsetting the advantage of the lighter weight Sabatier reactor. Figure 2 demonstrates that the
Figure 1. Sabatier Atmosphere Regeneration System

Figure 2. Comparison of Sabatier Semiclosed Process and Bosch Process for Process Weight vs Mission Duration
semiclosed Sabatier process has a distinct weight advantage over the Bosch process for mission durations normally considered for the MOL. In addition, it is considered that the Sabatier process is more reliable because of the fewer number of dynamic components involved.

Bosch CO₂ Reduction Mechanism

This process is shown diagramatically in Figure 3. It is an iron catalyst reaction occurring at moderately high temperatures of 1100° to 1400°F. The reaction, usually termed the Bosch or carbonization reaction, is described by the following equation:

\[
\text{CO}_2 + 2\text{H}_2 \rightarrow \text{C} + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

This reaction produces carbon instead of methane, and also water which must be continually removed to drive the reaction to the right. Further examination shows that several side reactions take place simultaneously, such as:

\[
\text{CO}_2 + 4\text{H}_2 \rightarrow \text{CH}_4 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

\[
\text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2 \rightarrow \text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

A quantitative and qualitative analysis of the exit gases produced by this reaction shows that it takes place at a rate high enough to make it necessary to recycle the products through the reactor in order to obtain maximum water yield. Some investigators have concluded that the Bosch process is unfavorable for this reason. Other investigators, however, believe the process to be promising. The efficiency of the Bosch mechanism is dependent upon the design of the reactor and the ability to conserve heat in the recirculating loop. The exit gases leaving the reactor must be cooled in order to condense the water and then are recirculated through the reactor making it necessary to reheat them. In a simple recirculating loop the Bosch mechanism has a power requirement of approximately 300 watts per man for heating and recirculating which is relatively high compared to the Sabatier mechanism. Theoretically, there is no hydrogen lost in the Bosch process and therefore there is no need for hydrogen makeup as in the case of the Sabatier process. It is usually erroneously concluded, therefore, that the weight of the Bosch atmosphere regeneration system is less than the Sabatier atmosphere regeneration system. However, the high power requirement of the Bosch reactor, together with the weight of the carbon removal components and the recirculating equipment, offsets this so-called weight advantage.

The reliability of the Bosch mechanism is less than that of the Sabatier mechanism simply because of the large number of dynamic components involved. In addition, the iron catalyst used in the Bosch reactor is continually depleted because of the formation of iron carbide at the high reaction temperatures. The catalyst must therefore be continually replaced and the free carbon and iron carbide removed from the system loop which increases the maintenance and servicing time of the vehicle crew. There are, however, carbon removal devices being developed that look promising but they have not been fully proved. In summary, the Bosch process has the following advantages.

1. It is almost a closed cycle system requiring small amounts of makeup water to balance the hydrogen supply.

2. Several full scale laboratory models have been operated.

3. Little development effort is required to produce a system that can be tested in a weightless environment.

WATER ELECTROLYSIS SUBSYSTEM

Rotating Electrolysis Cell

This type of cell has potentially a number of advantages over static cells in that it is capable of a low power/weight ratio at high electrolysis rates. However, for a one-man system, the power weight ratio is prohibitively high. The current development status of the cell is below that of the ion-exchange membrane type cell because of problems associated with its rotating machinery. The main advantage of this cell is its use of materials currently available in commercial units which may be operated at high current densities without degradation of performance.
Phosphorous Pentoxide Cell

This cell uses $P_2O_5$ paste to dehumidify an incoming air stream, is sensitive to humidity change, and its internal resistance is high. The $P_2O_5$ may possibly expel phosphoric acid vapor into the air stream. The development status of this cell is one of laboratory research.

Asbestos Matrix Cell

This cell is an asbestos wick membrane saturated with KOH between porous plate electrodes. High current densities are possible, but temperature control is a problem. If the asbestos dries out, there is danger of $H_2$ and $O_2$ mixing. Development status as an electrolysis cell is limited; actually, only fuel cell configurations have been operated to date.

Ion-Exchange Membrane Cell

The ion-exchange membrane type electrolysis cell has been investigated intensively and considerable development work has been completed with this type of cell. The cell is, in effect, a fuel cell operating in reverse and utilizing catalyst coated ion-exchange membranes as the active elements. The membranes have an advantage of positively separating the hydrogen and oxygen gas produced during zero gravity operation. The operation and reliability of this cell has been proved in a NASA sponsored contract.

Figure 3. Bosch Atmosphere Regeneration System
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following principal conclusions and recommendations were derived from this study.

a. The Sabatier CO\(_2\) reduction mechanism has the greatest potential as the primary module of an experimental regenerative atmospheric system for the MOL. The Sabatier mechanism is an all gas/vapor reaction process and lends itself readily to qualitative and quantitative analysis of reaction products which is an absolute necessity since the CO\(_2\) reduction module serves as an experiment. There is therefore no need to disassemble the reactor to remove solid reaction products for measurement such as is the case with Bosch CO\(_2\) reduction reactor. Accordingly, the maintainability of the experiment under actual orbital test is greatly simplified for the astronaut.

b. When the Sabatier mechanism is operated as a semiclosed system it has a weight and simplicity advantage for medium duration missions and moderate leakage rates. The selection of a semiclosed Sabatier system or a closed system will depend on reliability and logistics considerations. Exact leakage rates, and whether the by-products can be useful in another vehicle subsystem.

c. Carbon dioxide concentration and recovery subsystems require further development and testing. A system utilizing molecular sieves is the only one that has proved reasonably successful. Its operation in a weightless environment should be proved.

d. Water recovery systems should be developed with higher recovery efficiencies than those tested in order to provide water for oxygen leakage makeup.

e. Electrolysis of water contributes the largest single power penalty to a selected atmosphere regeneration system. Further developmental work should be directed toward proving the operation of varying electrolysis cell configurations under weightless conditions.

f. General trade-off comparison studies are only valid within a narrow range based on the particular assumptions made for the study. It will always be necessary to make a penalty comparison study for each vehicle and mission based on the design and operational constraints imposed by the particular mission and vehicle system.
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